FOUR WANT PRESIDENCY

Twelve candidates scrambling for the four positions of Representative-at-Large are Steve Kottenstee, Adolph Johnson, Paul Engler, Booker Banks, Patrice Drolet, Fred Holdren, Tom Toodal, Ronald Weissman, John Fentis, Jeff Herman, Joaquín Hernandez, and Bruce Harger.

With this election for the office of A.S. President comes a new set of candidates to vie for the top spot. A. S. Executive Vice President Tom Tosdal, Ronald Weissman, Adolph Johnson, Paul Stewart, William Eick, and Mike Wagler, and Bruce Harger, will contend for the office of the 1969-70 academic year.

In the Greek race, Randy Stewart, William Eick, and Dave Altec will face each other for the office of Fraternity Representative.

Candidate for the office of A.S. Office Seekers are Tom Crenshaw, Ron Kaufman, Castulo de la Rocha, Joyce M. Wallow, and Bruce Harger. Harger will contend for the A.S. Presidency in what will probably be one of the most interesting elections in UCSB history.

Candidates for the office of A.S. Executive Vice President are Tom Crenshaw, Ron Kaufman, Castulo de la Rocha, Joyce M. Wallow, and Bruce Harger. Harger will also face Greg Knell, Mike Wagler, and Rodrigo Clark, in the battle for A.S. Administrative Vice President.

In the Greek race, Randy Stewart, William Eick, and Dave Altec will face each other for the office of Fraternity Representative.

In the morning session, discussion centered around the geographical and geological situation in the channel, emphasizing the dangers inherent in oil drilling.

UCSB Geography Professor Norman K. Sanders led the speaker lineup with a report on the geography of the channel area. Geology Professor Arthur Sylvester followed pointing out the frequency of seismic activity.

Next Professor Peter G. Mikolaj of the Chemical and Nuclear Engineering Department discussed "Natural Seepage and Ship Spillage" that occurs in the Santa Barbara area.

He noted that even before the current man-made slick, natural seepage has occurred for years in the form of tar and oil which can be seen along almost any beach in the Santa Barbara area.

Man-made risks of pollution came both from ship spillage (approximately 45 percent of all world shipping tonnage is in the form of petroleum products) and from loading accidents (there are several loading docks along the Santa Barbara area coastline).

After J. F. Curran, a consulting geologist, left the forum, Curran decided from injuries sustained in the blast, yesterday asked EL GAUCHO to express his thanks to "the Chancellor, the administration, students and members of the Faculty Club, as well as Mr. Sharp's many friends, who have been kind and expressed their sorrow."

He said that the funeral would be held at Midway City in Orange County.

Expressions of grief continued to come from the campus community yesterday. Professor Clayton Wilson, chairman of the Academic Senate, said that "this faculty shares with the campus community as a whole a sense of profound grief over the murder of a member of this community and a sense of horror that such an event could happen here."

"We are sure that the campus community would feel revulsion, if not grief, had the harm been limited solely to property damage. We call upon all members of this academic community to join us in condemning and repudiating the tendencies which have contributed to this violence and to renounce the use of violence for any purpose whatsoever."

No substantial lead found in the bomb blast case; bombing scare on Monday

Investigation continued yesterday into the explosion of a bomb at the Faculty Club Friday morning, while the delivery of a cardboard box to the College of Letters and Science office caused a temporary scare in the Administration Building.

The box, which turned out to be packed with books, was addressed to Associate Dean of Letters and Science Upton S. Palmer.

A spokesman for the University Police said that the investigation had no substantial leads into the bombming case at present, but that they had interrogated "a number of people" in hopes that they might have information which would lead to more knowledge of the occurrence.

He said that bomb experts working on the investigation had not determined the precise composition of the device as yet.

Meanwhile, the Faculty Club announced that a short campus-wide service in memory of Sharp will be held tomorrow at noon in Storke Plaza.

Dover Sharp, Jr., son of the cancelling who died from injuries sustained in the blast, yesterday asked EL GAUCHO to express his thanks to "the stickiest Spring of them all." — photo by John D. Strahler

Marathon Oil Symposium Forum for Divergent Views

By MIKE LIFTON EG Feature Editor (First of Two Parts)

Representing a broad spectrum of opinion, 13 speakers participated in a marathon symposium on the problem of oil pollution last Saturday in Campbell Hall.

The symposium, emphasizing the dangers inherent in oil drilling, featured discussion centered around the geographical and geological situation in the channel, the frequency of seismic activity, and the spread of pollution.

Next Professor Peter G. Mikolaj of the Chemical and Nuclear Engineering Department discussed "Natural Seepage and Ship Spillage" that occurs in the Santa Barbara area.

He noted that even before the current man-made slick, natural seepage has occurred for years in the form of tar and oil which can be seen along almost any beach in the Santa Barbara area.

Man-made risks of pollution came both from ship spillage (approximately 45 percent of all world shipping tonnage is in the form of petroleum products) and from loading accidents (there are several loading docks along the Santa Barbara area coastline).

After J. F. Curran, a consulting geologist, left the forum, Curran decided from injuries sustained in the blast, yesterday asked EL GAUCHO to express his thanks to "the Chancellor, the administration, students and members of the Faculty Club, as well as Mr. Sharp's many friends, who have been kind and expressed their sorrow."

He said that the funeral would be held at Midway City in Orange County.

Expressions of grief continued to come from the campus community yesterday. Professor Clayton Wilson, chairman of the Academic Senate, said that "this faculty shares with the campus community as a whole a sense of profound grief over the murder of a member of this community and a sense of horror that such an event could happen here."

"We are sure that the campus community would feel revulsion, if not grief, had the harm been limited solely to property damage. We call upon all members of this academic community to join us in condemning and repudiating the tendencies which have contributed to this violence and to renounce the use of violence for any purpose whatsoever."

No substantial lead found in the bomb blast case; bombing scare on Monday

Investigation continued yesterday into the explosion of a bomb at the Faculty Club Friday morning, while the delivery of a cardboard box to the College of Letters and Science office caused a temporary scare in the Administration Building.

The box, which turned out to be packed with books, was addressed to Associate Dean of Letters and Science Upton S. Palmer.

A spokesman for the University Police said that the investigation had no substantial leads into the bombming case at present, but that they had interrogated "a number of people" in hopes that they might have information which would lead to more knowledge of the occurrence.

He said that bomb experts working on the investigation had not determined the precise composition of the device as yet.

Meanwhile, the Faculty Club announced that a short campus-wide service in memory of Sharp will be held tomorrow at noon in Storke Plaza.

Dover Sharp, Jr., son of the cancelling who died from injuries sustained in the blast, yesterday asked EL GAUCHO to express his thanks to "the stickiest Spring of them all." — photo by John D. Strahler
Salt Co. to Entertain

The Senior Class is presenting the Salt Company in concert on Saturday, April 19, at 8:30 p.m. in Campbell Hall. Tickets are now on sale at the UCen Information Booth, as well as in front of the Library for only $1.50, general admission, and $1 for seniors with class cards.

The Salt Company is a versatile folk-rock quintet from the Los Angeles area. After organizing last June, they soon won acclaim with their recent releases "Pilgrimage" and "I Shall be Released."

Their sound is characteristic of P.P.&M., and draws on an array of styles from their musical bag. To support their vocal and instrumental talent, they utilize original songs and employ a variety of novel arrangements.

Music Program Set for Tonight

UCSB graduate student Martin Lee Sobelman will conduct a musical group of student performers in a program at 8 this evening in Lotte Lehmann Concert Hall, in partial fulfillment of the requirements for his masters degree in musical performance.

Sobelman is the first UCSB student to major in performance with a conducting emphasis.

The public is invited to attend this performance of works by Mozart, Stravinsky and Telemann, which will feature a viola solo by Jeffrey Moyer.

A teaching assistant at UCSB in musicanship, music appreciation and Women's Chorus, Sobelman will conduct the UCSB Opera Theater production of "Salvini" by Gustav Holst this Spring. At UCSB, he has studied with Professor Roger Chapman and Dorothy Westra, associate professor of music.

Israeli Song, Dance Group Will Perform Here Thursday

"Hadarim," Israeli Song and Dance Theater, will appear this Thursday evening at 8:30 in Campbell Hall.

The Los Angeles-based group, which has appeared on stage, screen, and television, is being sponsored by UCSB Hillel.

Admission is $1.25 for students, faculty and staff; $2.50 for the general public and at the door. Tickets are on sale at the UCen Information Booth.

Among the activities of Hadarim are appearances with Rock Hudson and Sammy Davis, Jr., participation in the musical background to "Cast a Giant Shadow," and a featured role on an episode of the T.V. series "Run for Your Life."

In addition, the ensemble has performed for many Jewish organizations and has taken part in numerous International Folk Festivals on the West Coast.

ST MARK'S CENTER

Fr. Bob's Inquiry Class meets at 7:30 P.M.
Subject for discussion: "Christ the Man — What does God really thing of Me? — What's all this business about Mary?"

Music Program

EXCITING FOLK DANCING
HADARIM ISRAELI DANCERS
THURS. APRIL 17 8:30 PM
CAMPBELL HALL
GET YOUR TICKETS AT UCEN INFO BOOTH
$1.25 STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF;
$2.50 PUBLIC AND AT DOOR

The BRAND NEW
JOHNNY WINTERS — AS WRITTEN UP
IN THE ROLLING STONES — IN STOCK
SPECIAL PRICE
New Bob Dylan Nashville
Skyline - Columbia KCS 9825
ONE WEEK ONLY $3.79

The Gramaphone Shop
6529 Taft Rd.
968-273
MEETINGS
12 noon—COPE, EH 1200.
12 noon—Swimming, Pool.
1 p.m.—Elections Committee, UCen 1200.
3 p.m.—Recreation, Old Gym, 3:30  p.m.—Kriste Club, RG 2180.
4 p.m.—Elections Committee, UCen 1200.
4 p.m.—Meeting of undeclared students of Letters and Science with Dean Palmer, NH 1131.
6 p.m.—Senior Class Council, UCen 2292.
6:30  p.m.—Sailing Club, Psych.
7 p.m.—Finance Committee, UCen 1132.
7:00  p.m.—On-campus Girl Scouts, UCen 1133.
8 p.m.—Music Dept., Grad, Resident, Lehman Hall.
8:30 p.m.—Art Dept. lecture, UCen 1129.
9 p.m.—Mola and Venice** by Dr. Richard Cooke.
9:30 p.m.—Art Committee film.

FLYING CLUB
Flying Club Ground School will meet Wednesday night from 6 to 8 in UCen 1113. It will be free for pilots, flight students and the interested public.

WI A
Women's Intramural softball begins today at 4 p.m. Sign-up now on 1st bulletin board.

UNITED NATIONS ASSOC.
"ASB—Continuing Controversy" will be discussed at the next general membership meeting of the United Nations Association, Santa Barbara Chapter, tonight at 7:30 p.m. 1900 Garden St., S.J.

Discussion will be led by Lawrence Radach, assistant professor, History Dept., UCSB, and Harvey Wheeler, Fellow, Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions, Members of the U.A. Association and their guests are invited.

TRANSITIONAL MEDITATION
The second & final meeting for all those wishing to begin the technique of Transcendental Meditation, as taught by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, will be held on Wednesday, April 16, at 8:30 p.m. in the UCen Program Lounge.

Coming to this meeting is prerequisite to personal instruction in the technique.

New Meds Tampons make you feel only a little more secure.

COMES IN THE FIRST GENTLE, FLEXIBLE PLASTIC APPLICATOR.

Meds exclusive design gives you this extra security in outer layer of larger fibers to absorb faster, blended with an inner layer of tiny fibers to store and wick.

Comes to the first gentle, flexible plastic applicator.

For sample box of 10, send 100 to Meds, Box 10-5, Millburn, N.J. 07078. Indicate Regular or Super.

MEDS AND MODESS ARE TRADEMARKS OF PERSONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY.
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For sample box of 10, send 100 to Meds, Box 10-5, Millburn, N.J. 07078. Indicate Regular or Super.
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EDITORIAL

End University Subservience by Abolishing ROTC

Following is an editorial which is being printed today on 29 college and university campuses around the nation, as part of a national effort conceived from ROTC. Although EL GAUCHO has already expressed the position contained in this editorial, we felt it necessary to publish it with other campus newspapers in stating this opinion.

One of the unintended domestic consequences of the war in Vietnam has been the growing awareness of the dangers of intimate connections between the military and academia.

Perhaps the most blatant example of college and universities willingly performing functions that rightly should be a part of the concern of the military is the Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC). After many years of relatively tranquil existence on the national scene, ROTC has come under fire of late from those who believe that philosophically and pedagogically, military training has no place in an academic institution.

In recent months such leading institutions as Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Dartmouth and Stanford have all revoked academic credit from their ROTC programs. In light of these examples, many other colleges and universities are currently re-evaluating the status of their own ROTC programs.

The Stanford decision is especially significant in light of the perspectives on which it was premised. As a member of the committee which prepared the report explained, "We began with a definition of the university and found an essential conflict between this and the concept of ROTC.

Academia's traditional function is to provide critical thinking about man and his society aloof from partisan or ideological concerns. But it is impossible for colleges and universities to even pretend to perform this unique role if they are also subsidizing the brutal militarism of the outside world.

Some have argued that academic institutions, especially those which are publicly supported, have an obligation to be politically neutral and that neutrality thereby requires the continued support of ROTC programs on campus.

At a time when the military is an integral element in an expansionist foreign policy opposed by a sizable segment of the population both inside and outside academia, it is clear that the ROTC program is as partisan in its own way as Students for a Democratic.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

The bulk of the ROTC program consists of technical courses often less rigorous than similar courses offered in the math, science and engineering programs of most competing universities.

Typical of those ROTC programs not duplicated elsewhere is an Air Force ROTC course entitled, "The history of the role of the Air Force in U.S. military history." Designed primarily to inculcate institutional loyalty, rather than to develop critical thinking, courses like this are clearly not history. They are not even valid military history since interservice rivalry results in an instruction of the role of the Air Force.

The intellectual variety of many ROTC courses is directly related to the rather limited educational backgrounds of the preponderance of ROTC faculty.
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Notes From A Black Book

By PAUL CABELL

Crap. That's what politicians are made of. It all begins somewhere about the third grade when one day during recess you suddenly realize that everybody doesn't hang out with everybody else some guys are ball players. Others are more fond of sitting around in the shade talking about the wet effects of krypton on Superman. And then there are those really dumb looking guys with those who somehow manage to break the ice with the girls as if there was nothing to it.

These are the ones who in high school decide to run for pep commissioner and go around shaking your hand in the hallways, telling you what a neat person you are, and mucking it up with the administration. After awhile they are telling you why you guys, and before you know it they are telling you why you should vote for them. Some really dumb looking guys in the shade talking about the problems of the people because he's one of them.

Jose Torres is a 47 year old social worker who speaks about the problems of his people with an intensity that fairly curdles the fat on the bellies of the other candidates. Like Garrett, Torres lacks the plastic style of the pro-politician.

John Schaaf, at 48, is a middle-aged crusader. "I just want things to be right," he says. "That's all I ask." Schaaf has been asking for oil to get out of Santa Barbara for over two years. As for Isla Vista, he says, "I think a Grand Jury should take over there and really go into it. Like I said, politicians are full of crap. And that's why you should vote for Garrett, Torres, and Schaaf.

"A FEAST OF SURPRISES! It is free, tender, life-loving, creative and concerned about values, a milieu in which inter-racial sexuality is a simple fact rather than a rebel cause."

—Playboy Magazine

"I've had a lot of experience handling people in the military." "I was president of the Native Daughters of the Golden West in 1963." "I'm a member of the Elks Club."

So I want to tell you why you should vote for Isaac Garrett, Jose Torres, and John Schaaf, even if you don't vote for anyone else. First of all, when I asked Garrett about his experience in politics he replied by telling me what's wrong with City Hall. Garrett, at 29, is an angry young man who happens to know the problems of the people because he's one of them.

John Schaaf, at 48, is a middle-aged crusader. "I just want things to be right," he says. "That's all I ask." Schaaf has been asking for oil to get out of Santa Barbara for over two years. As for Isla Vista, he says, "I think a Grand Jury should take over there and really go into it. Like I said, politicians are full of crap. And that's why you should vote for Garrett, Torres, and Schaaf.
**Inmates Win Intramural Soccer Crown; Delts Capture IM Swimming Championship**

By CLAY KALLAM

EG Sports Staff

In one of the busiest weekends ever for intramurals, the Inmates rolled to the soccer crown and the Delts scored a resounding triumph in the swim meet on Sunday.

Phi Delta Theta and the Inmates clashed in the soccer final (7-1). Danny Corradian (called “Superson”) by his swimming home three goals in the 20 minute overtime period to give the Inmates the title.

Led by goalkeeper John Motsman, the Phi Dels had advanced to the finals unscorched, and had won several games by the margins of corner kicks in ‘milimlogue’ play.

That sentence may not appear to make much sense, but IM Director Sandy Green was able to break ties by determination. He had the most corner kicks, and had to set up the tourney with eight three-timer goals, and that it could be played in a weekend. The winners of the league advanced into an eight team tournament and went from there.

In case of ties of both goals and corner kicks, each team was given five penalty shots, and the team that converted the most was the winner—a precise description of the Phi Dels first round (of the tournament) game with Sigma Chi, two penalty kicks to one.

Corradian put in two goals as the Inmates topped Diablo, 2-0, the GBTs ripped SMU, 1-0, on Jim Bunkelman’s goal, and the Kappa Sigma squealed by the Theta Deltas on cornerkicks, 4-1.

In the semifinals, the Phi Dels scored their first goal of the day as Mike Miller headed it in from 10 yards, and the Inmates edged the GBTS, 2-1, on cornerkicks.

In swimming, the Delts racked up 80 points to record a solid victory over the second place Sig Eps, who garnered 63. The GBTs grabbed off 31 points and the SAEs came in fourth with 30.

As far as all-school standings are concerned, the Sig Eps second place finish insured that they will keep their lead over the Phi Psi and GBTS, although the Theta Deltas will close the gap due to their high finish in soccer.

However, the Sig Eps will probably gain some of that back at the end of the season. They have two more games in volleyball, slated to begin Wednesday night, with the Phi Psi taking their usual power stance.

Each one of the favorites, however, lost one of their top players to the varsity (Sig Eps - Jim Simpson, Phi Psi - Tim Clime) and so the gates might be open for a darkhorse. Volleyball will have a great deal to do with the closest All-Sports Trophy race in some time as the Phi Psi and Sig Eps are two and one in the battle, respectively.

In softball, the Right Guard No. 2 checked King’s, 12-7, behind Marv Sherrill, and powerful Charlie Brown clobbered the gallant Mothertrucker’s Woest, 6-5.

---

**Baseball**

The Gauchos baseball team will play Cal Poly SLO this week in two games to find out if they can pull off another upset over the campus diamond. The game had been rescheduled to this week due to poor weather conditions.

**Gauchos Tennis Girls Lose 7-2**

UCSB’s women’s intercollegiate tennis team suffered its first loss of the season Saturday, bowing to UCLA. Melinda Blair was the Gauchos’ only singles winner, downing her opponent 6-3, 6-4. UCLA’s top five players, all of which are nationally ranked, and little trouble disposing of Santa Barbara’s first five, are in the Bruin girls won in straight sets.

In doubles play, the Gauchos team of George McGill and Lark Baynton beat Janie Richardson and Miss Lonce 6-2, 6-3 to gain UCSB’s other point.

---
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**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

[Continued from the Old SU. Even if you tutor in the CAB office, across 8-8041. Do you like children? Sign up to house low rent. 968-6877 days.

Mature girl wanted summer 2-bdrm cond blue/blk int. 968-4673.

BUILD. Mike Graham, 967-7288.

1 girl needed for 4-man Del Playa No. A or 968-8344.

*67 MGB, wr whls, r/h radial trs. ex. cond.


*64 Chevy Nova 6 cylinder 5 new tires. 968-8947.

FOR RENT-----------------------5

1 Lisardi 8'4" & 1 Weber 7'6". 968-1273.

ROOMMATE NEEDED NOW—girl 8-7595 eves. See 6850 Del Playa.

402 S. Fairview, 82-8080.

ART HISTORY LECT/TOUR IN EUROPE JULY 3-31 $795 col. cred 968-2850.

**APARTMENTS TO SHARE 2**

Specializing in razor cuts.

**AUTO SERVICE**

402 S. Fairview, 82-8080.

**SPORTS FOR SALE**

65MOB, wr whls, r/h radial trs, ex. cond/used/trk int. 968-6273.

**WANTED**

[Continued from the Old SU. Even if you tutor in the CAB office, across 8-8041. Do you like children? Sign up to house low rent. 968-6877 days.

Mature girl wanted summer 2-bdrm cond blue/blk int. 968-4673.

BUILD. Mike Graham, 967-7288.

1 girl needed for 4-man Del Playa apt spring qtr. 968-8041.

1 girl needed Del Playa apt fall 968-3526.

**WANTED**

[Continued from the Old SU. Even if you tutor in the CAB office, across 8-8041. Do you like children? Sign up to house low rent. 968-6877 days.

Mature girl wanted summer 2-bdrm beachfront apt. 968-0947.

1 girl needed for 4-man Del Playa apt spring qtr. 968-8041.

1 girl needed Del Playa apt fall 968-3526.
Elections Today: Twenty-two City Council Candidates

By PAUL CARBELL
EG Staff Writer

On April 15, today, 22 candidates will be competing for four vacancies on the Santa Barbara City Council. Three of these vacancies are four year terms; the other term is for two years. The 16 candidates who are competing for four year terms are:

GERALD CARR (62)
Worked for 23 years as a building contractor; past president of the Westwood Hills Improvement Assoc. Now a full time student at SBCC.

EILEEN DISMUKE (62)
Retired businesswoman; for 16 and a half years, Deputy Public Administrator for Santa Barbara County. Served as secretary to the County Superintendent of Schools for eight years. California State President of the Native Daughters of the Golden West 1958-59.

ALAN ESCHERROEDER (36)
Currently employed by General Research Corp. Has done work in oceanology and smog research. B.A. from Cornell University. Part time lecturer in Mech. Eng. Dept. at UCSC for the last two quarters.

WILLIAM A. SAYRE (33)
Inventor, Design engineer for the Astro Research Corp. Appointed as city councilman to fill the seat vacated by Mayor Finstone. Vice President of the Westwood Hills Improvement Assoc.; member of board of directors of the Allied Improvement Assoc.

JOSEPH BUTERA (56)
Chiropractor in private practice; member of Santa Barbara Better Business Bureau. Presently Worshipful Master of the Santa Barbara Masonic Lodge.

JOHN SCHAAF (48)
Has worked for the past 20 years as a self-employed painting contractor. Currently president of Allied Improvement Assoc.

RAYBURN WILSON
Incumbent. "My age is none of your business." Santa Barbara real estate broker; has served as a member of the city council for nine years.

JOSE TORRES (47)
Currently a social worker with Santa Barbara Planned Parenthood; member of board of directors, Planned Parenthood. Serves as vice chairman of the Low Rent Housing Committee.

FRANK ARGUELLES
Incumbent. "I've been a city councilman for two years as executive director of the Montecito Improvement Assoc.

ROBERT W. OWEN (62)
Currently a city planning commissioner; worked for two years as office manager for the County Public Works Dept. Served for two years as executive director for the Montecito Improvement Assoc. Served on the central management team of interlocal oil facilities in 1967-68.

ROBERT MOORE (42)
Santa Barbara real estate broker; veteran of W.W. II.

FRED HAND (59)

JOHN FITCH (65)
Retired Dist. Mgr. of local Southern Calif. Edison Co. Currently president of Santa Barbara Chamber of Commerce.

EDNA BECK (52)
Currently a city planning commissioner; worked for two years as executive director for the Low Rent Housing Committee.

FRANK KEMP
Incumbent. Mr. Kemp was unavailable for comment. ****

There are six candidates competing for one two year term. The six are:

GUS CHAVALES (75)
Retired auto salesman; helped indict 11 people in recent garbage scandal. Has helped city council in zoning.

JOHN E. WARD (36)
City councilman for six years, City Street Dept. Chairman of the Community Relations Committee.

ROBERT PETRUCCI
Incumbent. "My age is none of your business." Santa Barbara real estate broker; has served as a member of the city council for nine years.

FRANK ARGUELLES
Incumbent. "I've been a city councilman for two years as executive director of the Montecito Improvement Assoc.

ROBERT W. OWEN (62)
Currently a city planning commissioner; worked for two years as office manager for the County Public Works Dept. Served for two years as executive director for the Montecito Improvement Assoc. Served on the central management team of interlocal oil facilities in 1967-68.

FRANK KEMP
Incumbent. Mr. Kemp was unavailable for comment. ****

There are six candidates competing for one two year term. The six are:

GUS CHAVALES (75)
Retired auto salesman; helped indict 11 people in recent garbage scandal. Has helped city council in zoning.

JOHN E. WARD (36)
City councilman for six years, City Street Dept. Chairman of the Community Relations Committee.

ROBERT PETRUCCI
Incumbent. "My age is none of your business." Santa Barbara real estate broker; has served as a member of the city council for nine years.

FRANK ARGUELLES
Incumbent. "I've been a city councilman for two years as executive director of the Montecito Improvement Assoc.

ROBERT W. OWEN (62)
Currently a city planning commissioner; worked for two years as office manager for the County Public Works Dept. Served for two years as executive director for the Montecito Improvement Assoc. Served on the central management team of interlocal oil facilities in 1967-68.

FRANK KEMP
Incumbent. Mr. Kemp was unavailable for comment. ****

There are six candidates competing for one two year term. The six are:

GUS CHAVALES (75)
Retired auto salesman; helped indict 11 people in recent garbage scandal. Has helped city council in zoning.

JOHN E. WARD (36)
City councilman for six years, City Street Dept. Chairman of the Community Relations Committee.

ROBERT PETRUCCI
Incumbent. "My age is none of your business." Santa Barbara real estate broker; has served as a member of the city council for nine years.

FRANK ARGUELLES
Incumbent. "I've been a city councilman for two years as executive director of the Montecito Improvement Assoc.

ROBERT W. OWEN (62)
Currently a city planning commissioner; worked for two years as office manager for the County Public Works Dept. Served for two years as executive director for the Montecito Improvement Assoc. Served on the central management team of interlocal oil facilities in 1967-68.

FRANK KEMP
Incumbent. Mr. Kemp was unavailable for comment. ****

There are six candidates competing for one two year term. The six are:

GUS CHAVALES (75)
Retired auto salesman; helped indent 11 people in recent garbage scandal. Has helped city council in zoning.

JOHN E. WARD (36)
City councilman for six years, City Street Dept. Chairman of the Community Relations Committee.
250 Protesters Rock UCLA; Two Separate Actions Used

LOS ANGELES—Two hundred and fifty students took part in two separate protest actions on the UCLA campus yesterday.

The first, involving about 200 persons was led by a coalition of radical groups including the Committee for a New Democratic Society (SDS), the Student for a Democratic Society (SDS), and the Committee for a New Society. They sat-in at the Administration Building demanding that (1) the administration guarantee that no disciplinary actions be taken against Mike Baller, a member of SDS who was on academic probation last quarter, (2) that all police be kept off campus, and (3) that all areas of the campus be declared "free speech areas." They left after giving Chancellor Charles Young until noon on Wednesday to respond to the demands.

In the second action, approximately 50 persons walked picket lines at the School of Social Welfare, alleging that the school had not put out a substantial effort to recruit black and Chicano students, and that the education contained in the school was not relevant. They said they were on strike, and announced that the United Mexican-American Students (UMAS) and the Black Student Union (BSU) were supporting them.

Oil Symposium...

(Continued from p. 1) Knell termed the bombing "an act of an insane person," and expressed hope that the ideas of the coming Assisi which began "Lord, make me an instrument of Thy peace...''

Candidates...

(Continued from p. 1) Allen concluded that if the spill had occurred only a few weeks later than it did, Santa Barbara would have had relatively little oil on its beaches, while Los Angeles, Santa Monica, and Long Beach would have been hard-hit.

Attention: The Readers of "El Gaucho"...